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Í SAVE CSUSM

BY MATT LEWIS
Faces & Places Editor
Most weekends, the campus
parking lots are scattered with
the cars of students trying to
squeeze in study time at the
library or for the occasional
sporting event. This past Oct.
11, GSUSM founder's plaza
was the site for the annual
Guelaguetza 2009 celebration, hosted by the Coalition
of Indigenous Communities
of Oaxaca (COCIO) and the
Oaxaca Student Organization (OSO) of Cal State San
Marcos.
This
is
the
largest
Guelaguetza celebration in
San Diego County and the
fourteenth year of CSUSM as
the host site.
In addition to traditional
foods like tamales and nopales
(cactus), from 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m., the public was
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It's time to fight the thirteen-unit restriction

see the injustice of this situation. We are paying more,
and getting less. If the school
is not going to stick to these
goals, maybe it is time to
reevaluate them and be honest
about the fact that the student,
the teacher, and the quality of
education are not a priority.
The email offhandedly mentions that this is supposed to

help classes. But this is only a
temporary solution to a growing problem. When I was a
freshman, I did not sign up for
these cutbacks or expect that
my campus would so easily
discard my desire to learn.
On the CSUSM homepage,
our school claims to be "Roaring into Our 20s." This must
be some kind of joke. Sure,
it's a milestone, but there is
not much to celebrate if after
twenty years the school is cutting back on student progress.
Now is the time to get
involved and make something
happen for the better. It is time
to ask of our elected ASI officials to fight for the students,
like they promised us during
the elections. Every person
can get involved by signing up
at www.savecsusm.org, where
we can rally together to show
that we care.
If we let these limits walk
all over us, it is going to keep
happening. Those behind them
are going to keep cutting back
because they know they can.
It is time to get our heads out
of the sand. We cannot be the
change our future needs if we
cannot get a decent education.

you can do, two things, either or
both of which will definitely make
you a happier person and each of
which take very little time.
First, keep a gratitude journal. A couple of times each week
(put these on your weekly calendar), take two minutes and write
down 5 things that you feel grateful for at that moment. They can
be anything from thè most trivial
(like this weather or that bagel),
to your feelings about the people
who have loved you, to your deepest feelings about God or nature.
Write down 5 things, and as you
do, try to actually feel the sense
of good fortune and gratitude for
each of them. That's it! Simple!
Second, if you want to try something really powerful, think of one
person that you feel very grateful to for being in your life, now
or in the past. Write a one-page
letter to that person, thanking the
person for what s/he has meant
And when you do think about to you. Tell him/her specifically
these things, and try to picture that why you feel grateful to him/her
person or thing vividly, you might and how lucky or blessed you feel
also notice a good feeling visiting for his/her presence in your life
you as you realize your good for- and how the person you are owes
tune and how your life has always so much to him/her. Really get
depended on the world.
into it, even if it feels "corny" or
So here's what the research says "lame." Then, at some point if

you can possibly do so, read the
letter out loud to that person. If
you can't do it face to face, do it
on the phone. Guarantee: you will
both feel wonderful!
So there you go, two simple
exercises. Try either one or both.
Amazingly, even doing a gratitude
journal entry a couple of times a
week will, I'm positive, make you
a happier person.
Counseling Services here at Cal
State are available to all students
at no charge. You don't have to
have a 'mental illness' to see us.
Many students come when they
are struggling with the common
stresses of college life, especially
when these are 'getting in the
way'. Many students use our services as an opportunity to learn
more about themselves and grow
as people. Confidential conversations with a professional can be
a special opportunity to be completely honest with yourself with
someone who won't judge you and
who will strive to support your
happiness and success. If you
would like to make an appointment, call 750-4910.
Fritz Kreisler, PhD
Student Health & Counseling
Services

First,
consider
what this will mean
to this year's freshman and any other
student coming into
the school. If this
keeps up, students
will no longer be
able to graduate in
four years.

BY BILL RHEIN
Senior Staff Writer
Adults have always
told me the youth are
the future. Yet once
again, the campus
wronged the students. The furloughs
and tuition hikes
were not enough
I suppose, and I am left to
wonder what kind of future is
being set up for us.
On October 6,1 got an email
informing me that I will only
be able to apply for 13-units
this spring. So, despite the
extra $624 we all had to pay,
and the cutbacks made in
class time, we have to bear
the burden of a failing economy by letting our education
suffer.
The only thing more distressing than these cutbacks
is the lack of outcry I have
seen from students. Unless I
was the only person emailed,
I cannot find a reason why
we as a student body have not
done anything to change this.
If you are on the fence or not
sure of what is going on, now
is the time to get fired up.

sgsgggggggg g

website there are five, very
general and expected goals
of a university. Though the
website lists "Community"
and "Inclusiveness," we as a
student body did not have the
chance to chime in on this
decision before administration
made it. "Integrity" is on the
list as well, yet I can plainly
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Now, this is not necessary of
everyone, but this is the traditional idea. If campus upholds
the 13-unit limit, students are
going to be stuck in school
longer, having to pay more and
more in increasing tuition.
Second, this . goes against
the proclaimed values of the
campus. Under the "Campus
Information" of our schools

-,

M y shrink's column
This is the first of what we hope
will be an occasional column that I
All aphwm a^fcto^lpAe write for "The Pride" this year on
topics related to mental health. I
represent tifò ogfaym & the realized, sitting down to write it,
• and do not necessar- that these kinds of pieces are usuilyrepresentjfayìéto of/The ally about problems, like "how to
recognize if you are depressed
versify SmMmm»
Ui^aesl
(or have a drinking problem, or
an eating disorder)," that kind of
thing. These are important topics
and I hope to address them in the
>f : iMtem to the edBtor M d future. But for today, I thought it
would be nice to give you somenumber, e-mail anA identifi- thing that would make you happier.
cation. Letters may be edited
Did you know that psychologists
for - grammar and length. have done quite a bit ofresearch on
Letters should be under 300 gratitude? If you're like me, your
words and submitted via elee* mind, most of the time, is a nonironie mail to pr idefacsusm. stop noisemaker, sounding like
t d ^ M ^ Vhm te i t e fa^l^
a crowd at a ball game between
V f e p d B s ^ * innings. Clamoring about all the
stuff you need to do, or forgot to
do, or cursing what's wrong in
and classified adver- the world (like that driver on the
tising in m Prîâé ämSämi freeway when you were coming to
campus today). No, I'm not going
te cofiötoied as ite eatfaé^
; aiöi or investìgatitHiéf^j^ - to tell you to turn that riotous
ventures. thing in your head off, as if you
could. And no, I'm not going to
tell you to iook on the bright side
of things as you go through your
g TlieP^ispitóì^wddy
day,' because the world really is
dark, too. Instead, Fm going to
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ask you to try one or two very
simple exercises that the research
on gratitude indicates can make
you happier.
By gratitude, I mean thinking about the things that you are
thankful for, and having the feelings that go with this. In what
ways do you feel lucky or blessed
right now, as you consider life at
this moment? Does that question
make you notice the gorgeous,
cool fall sky? Or how good that
bagel tastes? Or maybe that you
have an amazing partner that loves
you? Or how generous a parent or
teacher have been and how their
generosity or inspiration made
it possible for you to be standing
here, getting a college education?
Or how skilled that physician was
for doing the surgery so competently? You might feel grateful
for any of a vast number of things
at any moment, if you stop and ask
yourself to think about it.
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Earn elective credits
Build a portfo1io
Get involved on campus
Great for resume
Increase networking opportunities
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Viewpoint
Marijuana: legal or illegal?
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BY MAEVE CAMPLISSON
Pride Staff Writer

the U.S. Constitution states that federal laws
supersede state laws if they conflict. In this
case, they do. The perceived gray area resulted
In recent months, local police have raided from U.S. Attorney Eric Holder's claim that
San Diego-area medicinal marijuana dispen- federal law enforcement will only target dissaries. An Oceanside collective owner who pensaries ifthey violate a state law, in addition
wishes to remain anonymous claims that to the federal baa Many cities have placed a
although police raiding his officefoundnoth- moratorium (a suspension of activity) on the
ing to confiscate or prosecute, these raids are creation of new dispensaries and began invesa nuisance and he believes they have no legal tigating the legitimacy and necessity of existbasis.
ing dispensaries. Authorities shut down 14
Since the passage of Proposition 215 in dispensaries and arrested 31 people in these
1996, the use of marijuana prescribed for raids, most for violation of state law.
medical reasons by a physician is legal under
San Diego has created a "citizens task
California State Law. "The undercover inves- force" to plan how to handle existing dispentigations have nothing to do with legal mari- saries that follow local laws and decide how to
juana patients and licensed caregivers," Dis- handle marijuana caregivers wishing to open
trict Attorney Bonnie Dumanis said.
new ones. The task force consists of doctors,
Dumanis claims law enforcement only tar- caregivers, patients, local non-patient citizens,
gets illegal dispensaries. This claim is mis- and people of various legal and backgrounds.
leading, because all marijuana possession But Councilman Carl Demaio believes this
and sale (evenformedical purposes) is illegal task force is unnecessary. He argues that
under federal law.
enforcing the existing guidelines is enough.
The Supremacy Clause in Article VI of
Medical marijuana remains in a legal limbo
in which city, county, state,
and federal regulations
often conflict, while different agencies enforce
some laws and not others.
A proposal by Richard Lee
to legalize and tax marijuana under CA state laws
may be heading to ballot
in 2010, but unless federal
laws change, it will still
be illegal according to the
Supremacy Clause. Until
then, it remains a controversy for both those in the
marijuana business and
mcO$
Artwork bt Maeve Camplisson
those against it
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Woodfired Pizzas » Pastas • Salads
12 Beers on Tap • Full Bar
Happy Hour
Daily 3-6pm & 9pm-Close
Free Movies Nightly
NFL Sunday Ticket
Hours
Sun-Thur llam-lOpm • Fri & Sat llam-llpm
141 N. Twin Oaks Valley Rd.
(Just North of 78)"
760.736.8300

PIZZA NOVA

San Marcos • 141 N, Twin Oaks Valley Rd.
(Just North of 78 at Twin Oaks Valley Rd.) • 760.736-8300 • pizzanova.net

Dine-in only.

Not valid with any other offer. One coupon per table.
Valid at San Marcos Pizza Nova location only. Expires 9/20/09.
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Campus holds celebration for sponsors of
new Social and Behavioral Sciences building
BY MAEVE CAMPLISSON
Pride Staff Writer
On Sept. 24, 2009, local dignitaries and campus benefactors-gathered in the framework
of what will be the new Social
and Behavioral Sciences building to sign a decorative beam.

Vice President of University Advancement, Neal Hoss,
thanked the signers for their
contributions and said that the
beam "will be on permanent
display" in the building once
construction is complete.
Karen Haynes, University
President said, "It is particu-

larly noteworthy that even in
these difficult fiscal times,
we were able to convince our
system to provide us through
the bond money with funding
to move this project forward."
Both speakers mentioned
the need for more funding as
well as describing the honor
roll and naming opportunities within the building for all
sponsors.
Vivian Bennett represented
the Social and Behavioral Sciences Faculty. She said faculty
in her department "empower
citizens by teaching them critical thinking about the common
good," and a new building for
them will benefit the campus
and surrounding community.
Chris Devers, chairman of
the Pauma Band of Luiseno
Indians, reminded attendees,
"This is Luiseno land," and
he hoped the building would
reflect that in architecture,

Photos by Maeve Camplisson

respect for the Earth, and providing an environment for
Native American students. Mel
Vernon, council member of
the San Luis Rey Band of Mission Indians joined Devers in a
ceremonial smudging of white

sage to promote good energy in
the building.
The Social and Behavioral
Sciences building committee has been planning since
2001 with construction finally
underway.

SAVE CSUSM students take action!
BY JESSENIA LUA
Pride Staff Writer

dents recognize and practice
their political power to bring
attention to issues affecting
their education. It isan independent, inclusive, and collaborative organization and its strategy is to encourage students'
engagement in finding ways
to restore the CSUSM budget
to an appropriate level. SAVE
CSUSM is not only concerned
about its education, which is
currently threatened by higher
tuitions, fewer courses offered,
larger classes, and a smaller
number of overworked faculty.
It is also concerned about the
kind of higher education available to the future generations
of Californians.
SAVE CSUSM believes that
having a united front will help
affect a change for the betterment of our campus in both the
near and far future. Its current
goal is to collect 7,000 signa-

tures, which is about 70% of State San
Representatives
the student population, and Members
in
Sacrapresent .it to -President .Hayne* S A V E
mento,"
In a chance to bring awareand. the Board of Trustees to
Pruitt
ness to the quality of education
show the determination in
at CSUSM, students have put
gaining accessibility to high
together an organization whose
quality education in California
mission is to prevent any future
public universities. The signed
negative impacts |o the univerpetition will also go to the CSU
sity.
Chancellor's Office, as well as
Students
created
SAVE
to the House Representatives
CSUSM (Students Advancing
in Sacramento. In addition to .
via Education at CSUSM) as a
the petition, SAVE CSUSM
response to the drastic budget
will continue in various ways
cuts the CSU system preand events to work towards the
sented. CSUSM has a prombetterment of the quality of
ise to its students where they
education at CSUSM.
have "access to an excellent
Gabriella Pruitt, student and
and affordable education" in
president of SAVE CSUSM,
which "students work closely
said, "We decided to create
with faculty of active scholars
this organization
because
and artists." With the recent
budget cuts to our university
increase in fees and budget
have affected each of us and/
said.
cuts, this promise in its misor our friends personally. We CSUSM
"All of
sion statement may be broken.
have
wanted to ensure that the qual- will
the
SAVE
With SAVE CSUSM, stuity of education on campus was a table set up in
CSUSM
officers
maintained Library Plaza Oct. 13 during take this organization and its
for current U-hour as well as from 11:00 cause personally as the budget
and future a.m. to 2:00 p.m. on Oct. 14. cuts to our university affect
students of We have also been visiting our education. Not only are we
CSU
San classrooms and speaking about going to continue losing our
the organization and the peti- professors but we are going to
Marcos."
Join ASI & SHCS for Freebies
tion. Students can go to www. have to pay more to maintain
W
h
e
n
and Fun Activities @
savecsusm.org to learn more the already deteriorating eduasked
where
Our Breast Health Day!
students can about our organization, contact cation we have currently."
sign the peti- us, and find out how to sign the
Though this organization
Receive information on how to
tion, Pruitt petition."
cannot
promise immediate
perform a Self-Breast Exam
Pruitt is just one of the many results, it is an important step
said, "SAVE
and information regarding
C S U S M ' s voices behind this organization towards saving the university
mammogramsfromour local
7,000
sig- as SAVE CSUSM continues to and the institution of higher
community organizations.
nature stu- gain more awareness.
education in California. SAVE
dent
peti^Officially, SAVpE CSUSM CSUSM gives students the
tion is just has collected 1,760 signatures opportunity to be a part of the
one of SAVE since we started collecting steady climb to a real solution
C S U S M ' s one week ago. Once we have to the university's problems
projects in collected 7,000 student sig- that affect everyone, and potenc r e a t i n g natures,; we will personally tially change the course of the
Join us "Making Strides Against Breast
a w a r e n e s s de||ver th$ petition and signa- CSU system forever. If anyone
Cancer Walk" on Sunday,
October 18th @ 8:00 AM Balboa Park.
and preserv- tures to President Haynes. We would like to be involved and
ing the qual- will also be giving copies of sign the petition, more inforSHCS (760) 750-4915 ?
ity of educa- the petition and all signatures mation is available at www.
Web: www.csusm.edii/shcs
Blog: csusmhealth.wordpress.com
tion at Cal to the CSU Chancellor and our savecsusm.org.
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Abroad in the US

Feel the need to get away?

BY JAMES ROCHE
Pride Staff Writer

Take a mini-ygcation close to home

Being ton the UK, the education
system here is obviously extremely
BY SANDRA CHALMERS
mini-vacation spot offers unique bay activities.
different for me, especially when it
drawings and face painting.
Arts & Entertainment Editor
cuisine, fish tacos, pizza, burgers,
comes to choosing classes. In the UK
But if less casual dining is morel Cartoon artists line the board:®eekfoodand homemade chocoyou choose your degree course, for
will • walk of the village df&iing one
H
J J ^ d e i i ^ t f u l cats are
example Journalism which is what I
of a kind cartoon pcftraks.
warm
up
customers
with
111 to
do,
and once you get into a univerThe shopping at Seaport vj}~
tólSM^^B®^^®^
§
feel w
anotiier
sity,
your classes are settled for the
lage
^ I E SBBBBPSl^^
H
P aitrafe
K ^ l ^ ^many
m i mpec^fe
^ m r ^ 50
next three years. You don't have to
j shopping stoÉ^_ v ^
arad take ! S^port yiitf^e features im® | ;
worry about getting into classes that
ibß&
^
M
B
É
j
¿ mip-vsKsítóRíície to home.
you need to complete your degree,
I Co. and Seaport C ^ ^ a n d fudge. T ^ ^ i p Ä ^ ^ ^ e d a l ^ l i s I
you just have to complete your work.
jt-j j ~ Withgtfee changes ^ t h e seésc^C/étor^al|ot sauce stjore, and art
j^pClSSfeMins busy living life- village. J J¡g ¡¡ J¡I p J
give piore
On that point, I was surprised to
The popularf restaurant!
styles to leisureby reloStag them
learn that you have to choose your
«
j
a
tp the seaside. Enjoyi^|te,#iews Diego Pia* Café
üraB
own classes here and you're still not
of sailboats dancin^^^^^y^^;^ food entrées am
guaranteed to get into them, as there
Imspcaigo ships ( p n t f ^ ^ p a r t ' view as the reá
may not be any places left It also
all while enjoying
seems strange to me that it has not
|É¡Í "
and
%
been confirmed what classes will
Village a greSfj
even be offered next semester. For me
this is slightly concerning as I am here
on a yearlong exchange program and
I'm not sure what classes I'm taking
next semester. Fm sure that I will get
BY IVAN GARCIA
here, and I've been here for over a ories I've missed out on or episodes of found comfort and reassurance in 4he classesT need next semester, but I
guess this just adds to the experience
month.
Senior Staff Writer
"House" that have been total "OMG" localfriehdsas wdtaslovect ones
I am getting out here. I krwwthat my
Although I miss the sun and the moments?
bade home, even simply eating a
time out here will be so valuable*^
But the great thing about home- meal that reminds you of home
So what are some of the great environment back home, this weather,
me lata- on in life, sp I intend to[GQ&yI
things about living in North County along with the general climate ofit all, sickness is that there are definitely can hdp (and yes, they do have
myself while I'm here.
San Diego? Good food, great atmo- is a good change. I can't remember methods and resources here on Cokxiei here, hopefully everyOn a more social note, I am going
sphere, amazing weather, and so the last time that San Diego received campus to help cope. Resources such body knows my reference).
to be taking part in the Humans vs
much mart. And let me be honest for any rain at all, although now I'm hear- as thefinepeople at the International But instead of simply sitZombies game starting Monday Oct
a second, Preston, England is defi- ing that it's beginning to get a little Office, Peer Mentors, the Counsel- ting in a dorm and feeling sorry
ing Center, andfriends.Those are the for mysel£ it's best to take this
12, so I'm looking forward to that. It
nitely not San Diego. Don't get me chilly bade home.
will be interesting to see how long
Which leads me to another sub- people and places that can help. And time to explore, travel, and meet
wrong, it's great on its own merits.
I can last, people tell me it can get
There is definitely so much to do, ject: homesickness. I'll be honest, I I'll admit that I had my period of feel-people. Ultimately, this is home
quite extreme and anyone intending
see, and experience in this country. miss home. I miss my family, friends,ing like I don't belong as well as feel- for now, so it's best to make the
to tag me better be cxi the top oftheir
But, I'll be blunt, I've only seen the partner, thefood,the weather, and my ing completely alone in a country I most out of a once in a lifetime
- game!
sun about three times since I've been Xbox. Who knows how many mem- wasn't familiar with. I know that I've situation.

Abroad in the UK
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Located just over the hill from Cal State
San Marcos right in the heart of the San
Elijo Hills Towncenter, MarketWalk puts you
steps from the best that this award winning

MARKETWALK

community has to offer - convenient Towncenter retail, an 18 mile

a t s a n . e l i j o hiWs

trail network, a 19 acre park and 2 new schools. MarketWalk's

12 Unique Towrihomes

flexible floorplans feature designer selected interior finishes which

Starting in the High $ 3 0 0 ' s

New Retail Shops Serving
Cal State San Marcos

Don't miss this limited opportunity to
own a piece of the San Elijo Towncenter

reflect the distinctive exterior architecture.

• Windmill C l e a n e r - t ^ o p e r *
• Postal Annex '¿wo* |§S|t

. 1,200 to 2 , 7 3 4 sq ft, a n d up to 4 bedrooms

• French's Color and Nail Spa

• Private entry patios

• Dexter'S Deli

• T w o car g a r a g e s with storage bay

• Yogurt Utopia (corning soon)

• Designer selected finishes
• L o c a t e d in t h e heart
' of S a n Elijo Hills

Tfgrvg
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HOMETOWN
REALTY

San Elijo Hills
ItarnGoftetUJC

§

OfTHOíI

(coming soon)

visit vvww.sanelijohilis.com/marketwalk to find out
who's moving in! (760) 798-1765
Follow us on ..
San Elijo HiBs reserves the fight to change prices, plans, features or amenities without prior notice or obligation. Mocfeis do
not reflect racial preference: Square fooiages are approximate.

facebook

tuuibfcer
@marketwQsk
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Matt Haimovitz
BY AMY SALISBURY
Copy Editor
Classical music's reputation
precedes the genre. We've all
heard of the Mozart effect. Studies show that Mozart's compositions administered in daily
doses boosts a child's developing intellect. Beethoven allegedly enhances creativity. And
best of all, according to the
Francis Payne Bolton School of
Nursing in Cleveland, listening
to Vivaldi post-op will actually promote healing and patient
wellbeing.
Current musical stylings like
hip-hop and the endless variants
of rock do little to advance relaxation or IQs. Besides, the only
classical music present in the 21st
century seems to be snippets of
Debussy's Claire de Lune or an
abridged version of J.C. Bach's
Cello Suite No. 1 in car commercials (travesty, I know).
So, knowing how beneficial

classical composition seems
to be, why aren't there modern
composers and musicians perpetuating this positivity? There
are, I promise. The "golden age"
of classical music may have
come and gone, but there is a
man versed in classical repertoire breathing new life into the
field.
Matt Haimovitz, a 38-yearold cellist born in Israel, made
his performance debut at 13 as
a soloist with the Israel Philharmonic after intense training
in Palo Alto, California by the
world-renowned cellist Irene
Sharp. At 17, Haimovitz and his
family moved back to the States
and he performed with the Chicago and New York Philharmonic orchestras. He also signed
an exclusive recording contract
with Deutsche Grammophon
Gesellschaft, a German classical
record company, and received
several awards for his work with
the label.

In 1996, upon graduation from
Harvard, he terminated his contract with Deutsche Grammophon out of a desire to explore
non-standard styles of classical music. His variations were
a success in (of all places) rock
venues, and he went on to found
his own record label, Oxingale.
Haimovitz does not record any
original works. In his newest
approach, he creates variants of
established pieces by modern
artists like Elliott Carter, Ana
Sokolovic, and Steven Stucky,
and infuses them with electronic
styling.
Haimovitz's most recent
release, Figment, is the perfect album to help temper your
tastes if you aren't ready to dive
head first into a symphony. The
album's first track, "Figlude," is
a pulsating hybrid of synth hits
mixed with a cello piece by composer Socalled.
Though Haimovitz's real
claim to fame is his incredible

Image courtesy ofAshmont Records

technical skill, his innovative
approach toward classical music
bridges the musical generation
gap between the 19th and 21st
centuries.
Still can't handle heavy classi-

cal music? Check out his version
of "Kashmir" by Led Zeppelin
off his 2005 release Goulash.
It's guaranteed to smash any and
all preconceptions about what it
means to be "classical."

crowd the pan. Make sure the
mushrooms are not overlapping in the pan and are in an
even single layer. This will
allow them to brown rather
than boil which gives them
a richer flavor. Turn mushrooms over when the bottoms
brown.
When mushrooms fully
brown, remove them from pan
and set aside. Put bell peppers, green onion into pan.
Sauté until peppers are heated
through and green onions are
soft. Remove from pan and
set aside with mushrooms.
Add spinach to pan with salt
and pepper to taste. Allow
spinach to cook for 3 minutes
until wilted and water has
evaporated. Remove spinach

from pan.
A d d
1/4 cup of
enchilada
sauce to pan and
place tortilla on top. Let the
tortilla heat through and add
the mushrooms, bell pepper,
onion, and spinach filling.
Top with cheese. Slip you
spatula under the tortilla,
take a spoon, and place it on
one side of the filling. Use
the spatula to fold the tortilla over the filling. Remove
enchilada from pan and place
on dish.

Cougar kitchen

Vegetarian enchilada plate party
cheaper than buying whole
bell peppers.
•Alternatively, if you do
hot want this to be vegetarian
Ingredients:
simply add chicken or sliced
1 Bunch of spinach
1 package (8 oz) mush- beef to the filling.
rooms, sliced
1 bunch green onion, sliced
Sides:
2 cups frozen bell pepper
1 can black beans (season
medley*
with salt and pepper to taste)
Flour or whole wheat torti1 clove Garlic, minced
llas
1 cup long grain rice
1 can enchilada sauce (red
1 tbsp butter
or green)
2 cups vegetable broth
1 cup shredded cheese
($1.99 for box)
Oil spray or 1 tbsp cooking
oil
Rice:
Salt
Start rice first because it
Pepper
takes the longest to cook,
approximately 30 minutes.
*I use Trader Joes bell Bring two cups of vegetable
pepper medley because it is broth to boil in a pot. Add

BY TRISH CORRIGAN
Pride Staff Writer

about a teaspoon of salt and
butter/Add rice to pot. Reduce
heat to low and cover. Do not
lift the lid until you are ready
to serve the rice. You can turn
heat off after 30 minutes.
Alternatively, you can use a
box of instant rice that will be
ready within a few minutes.
Beans:
Heat oiled fry pan on
medium heat. Add garlic and
sauté for 2 minutes or until
garlic slightly caramelizes.
Do not burn the garlic or it
will overpower everything.
Add beans to pan and stir.
Salt and pepper to taste.
Enchilada:
In an oiled fry pan on
medium - high heat and add
mushrooms. Do not over-
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What to see on DVD
BY BLAINE H MOGIL
Pride Staff Writer
"House Bunny" starring Anna
Faris as Shelly Darlingson in the title
role takes place at a fictional college
and his is a perfect vehicle for Fans'
comedic skills. Faris may never reach
the comedic heights of a Lucille Ball,
but that doesn't lessen the solid talent
she consistently brings to the screen.
She has great timing and a real gift
for comedy,fromsatire to slapstick.
In this film, a group of sorority
nerdettes might lose their house due
to a lack of pledges. The Playboy
mansion, Shelley's home, sends her
away through the underhanded work
of arivalbunny. As she wanders the
streets not knowing what to do or
where to go, she ends up finding her
real place at the Zeta sorority house.
The plot here is fairly derivative,
but the writers Karen McCullah Lutz
and Kirsten Smith did a very nice job
misdirecting the viewer enough to
keep the moviefreshand interesting.
The supporting cast of nerdettes are
exactly what one might expect in this
type of film, and their transformationfromthe unseen to the must be
seen also travels tried and true storylines, but it is perhaps this familiarity
which allows the view«* to connect
more easily with the protaganistas.
Interjected are just enough truly
comic bits, such as when Shelly is
helping to makeover the girls and she
instructs them with the deepest sincerity that they must use makeup to

showcase their eyes for4 the eyes are
the nipples ofthe face." Certainly not
a film that requires deep reflection,
but there is more than enough rentable fimm this fihiitomakertworth
a view. "What to See" ***
"The Mighty Boosh" is written by and starring Julian Barratt as
Howard Moon and Noel Fielding as
Vince Noir in a Britcom television
program which combines comedy,
fantasy and musicatelements.
Hmm, how do I communicate the
sounds and images that leapfromthe
screen while watching this show?
That is a tough assignment. Fielding
plays a character named Richmond
on my favorite Britcom "The IT
Crowd" and it is for that reason alone
that I took a shot at this show.
After having watched the first
season of Boosh, I am still watching
and still am not quite sure why I am
watching or more precisely what it
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is I am watching. The comedy
is not particularly sharp. Acting
is over the top and likely this is
intentional. The story lines are
straight from the dream states
of the writers. The sets and costumes are equally cheesy and
outlandish.
Perhaps it is like taking a journey into the sleeping mind of
Lewis Carroll or Edgar Allen
Poe only less sophisticated. It is
entertaining for sure, and at times
more than a bit disturbing.
If for no other reason, watch
it at least one time, for it is truly
like nothing you have ever seen
before. You might even enjoy the
musical segment, which can be
the best part of the show. So for
that reason alone I would rate this
as a "What to See" somewhere
between * and ****, your guess
is as good as mine.

Layers create visual interest
BY KEVIN CHATHAM
Pride Staff Writer

grey, white) the more versatile the cardigan will be. Try
to stay with neutral or earth
tones and you will be able
to wear your cardigan with
nearly anything.
The last thing you should
consider when buying a cardigan is the material. Try
to go with a thinner finer
fabric like fine merino wool
or cashmere. If the cardigan
is too thick and bulky you'll
not only risk looking like Mr.
Rogers, but you'll also limit
its versatility.

The online Merriam-Webster dictionary defines a cardigan as a sweater or jacket
that opens the full length of
the center front. Essentially
a cardigan is a sweater that
opens in the front. The cardigan has escaped the closet of
grandfather's everywhere and
has become an important fall
staple. It also applies to this
week's fashion tip.
A cardigan is great because
it is universally useful and
accessible to everyone. You
can wear a cardigan with anything. Pair it with a normal
graphic or band t-shirt for a
casual look or a button down
oxford and tie for a more
sophisticated look. You can't
go wrong when layering with
a cardigan, so pick one in
your favorite color and wear
it everywhere.
When purchasing a cardigan there are several things
to look for. You should purchase a cardigan that fits
well, it should frame your
torso without overwhelming
your silhouette or being too
tight. You should also take
note of the color.
Remember, the more neuPhoto courtesy of www. lookbook. nu
tral the color (black, blue, A soft and sophisticated look
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Overflow at 'Meaning in Motion' dance presentation
BY BLAINE HMOGIL
Pride Staff Writer
In Arts building room 111 on
Wednesday evening, the room
filled quickly as throngs of
impatient attendees jostled to get
a prized red ticket for a chance
to get seating in the main auditorium. Forethought and planning
resulted in a relatively orderly
beginning to the evening, as
those in charge had set up
a viewing room for
those not fortunate enough to
get into the main
room. The overflow room offered
the presentation via
closed circuit television.
Dr.
Jonathan
S. Marion, an
on campus professor
of Anthropology, presented
the event, "Meanings in
Motion." Dr. Marion's focus

is on Visual Anthropology as it
applies to Ballroom dance. He
is no mere scientific observer,
he is also an enthusiastic participant. One might wonder if
such a deep involvement in the
field one studies might cloud scientific judgment, but in the case
of Dr. Marion, this involvement
leads to a deeper insight
and better understanding of the subject at
hand rather than
conflict.
Dr. Marion is
easy to spot on
campus with his uptempo stride, short ponytail and neatly trimmed
doorknocker
facial
hairstyle. He is very
approachable, knowledgeable, and dare I say
stylish. On this evening he
brought everything he had
to the presentation along
with a mild nervous swaying
during the presentation.

TêTéiTiT! ïkêiTèUitèUiUM*
BY BILL RHEIN
Senior Staff Writer
WIDE RELEASE
"The Stepfather"
Starring Penn Badgley and
Dylan Walsh
Directed by Nelson McCormick
Bedgley plays a teen struggling to get fo know his new
stepfather, wlio might also be a
a vicious serial killer.

"Where the Wild Things
Are"
Starring Max Records and
Catherine O'Hara
Directed by Spike Jonze
Maurice Sendak's classic
children's storybook is adapted
into this film about exploration, adventure, and growing
up.
"Law Abiding Citizen"
Starring Jamie Foxx and
Gerard Butler

He kept the audience intrigued
throughout the one-hour lecture
portion of the evening.
The International DanceSport
Federation (IDSF), is a governing body of international dance
competition. According to the
IDSF website www.idsf.net,
"DanceSport developed out of
the narrow confines of
competition ballroom
dancing but today
includes
any
dance
style
which
has
achieved an
internationally recogn i s e d
organised competition ^
structure
and has

Directed by F. Gary Gray
Butler plays a man who takes
justice into his own hands after
courts do not punish the killer
of his wife and daughter.
LIMITED RELEASE
"New York, I Love You"
Starring Shia LaBeouf and
Natalie Portman
Directed by Faith Akin and
Yvan Attal
LaBeouf takes a break from
the action blockbusters and
stars in this flick about love in
New York City.

adopted a sports based culture.
The currently recognised sections or disciplines in International-Style DanceSport are:
The Standard section, The Latin
American section, The Ten
Dance section, (and) The Rock
4
n' Roll section." The IDSF
currently has a presence with
National Member Federations in
86 countries.
Following the lecture,
the audience finally got
what they came for as
three
separate
dance
couples, and
another group
with four female dancers demonstrated what the IDSF
is all about. Performing four
of the standard dances from
IDSF competition were
dance partners Paul, Cloud
and Borbala Bunnett who
beautifully and gracefully danced the Waltz,
the Tango, the Foxtrot,

and the Viennese Waltz. Dazzling beaded costumes, changed
between dances added to the
majesty of the moment.
Not to be outdone, Serena
Cuevas of Deseo Dance Company in San Diego showed off
some very hot Latin moves with
her dance partner Anthony.
Husband and wife team
David and Jennifer of
Majesty in Motion also
turned up the heat
with some passionate Salsa moves
of their own.
On this night of
great dancing
and entertainment there was
not one star,
but a small constellation as everyone
involved lit up the night
and left a little stardust in the memories of everyone
in the audience.

Image courtesy of Warner Brothers

"Black Dynamite"
Starring Michael Jai White
Directed by Scott Sanders
This modern blaxploita-

tion throwback is about a man
named Black Dynamite and his
quest to avenge his brother's
death.

Dagnabit Productions brings musical comedy to life at CSUSM
BY DIANA VALDI VIA
Pride Staff Writer
What do you get when you
put together Dagnabit Productions and a musical comedy
script? You get an excellent
performance that is definitely
worth $10 dollars.
Dagnabit Productions is
a new student organization
here at Cal State who last year
started as a guerrilla theatre
group. Now this year they are
ready to bring many things to
CSUSM. They are currently
in the process of becoming a
fully recognized student organization whose goals include
to bring formal performances,
build a community for students who are interested in
any aspects of theater and help
the theater program in school.
"The Pride" had a chance
to interview the director for
Dagnabit Productions' current play, Arielle Rosenbaum,
who explained what Dagnabit
is all about. Rosenbaum said,
"You don't really hear about
play at school. We really want

to get the word out of our the- it and make you think about
ater program. We are all in to your own good and bad dating
create a piece of art that we experiences. Without giving
are proud of."
too much away, you will enjoy
Some of the students cur- the performance beginning to
rently involved in this student end.
organization want to pursue
Audience reaction has been
this as a career like Rosenbaum great overall. Student John
who, in the future, wants to be Perrillo talked said the play
a theater director. Rosenbaum was "Amazing. It's stuff you
added that this student organi- can relate to. A funny play to
zation also wants to help each watch. It is a true comedy."
other to work on skills that Another student, Carly Perrin,
could later be use in careers.
went to see this play after
Dagnabit Productions' cur- seeing a flyer and was interrent play, "I Love You, You're esting in it because of its title.
Perfect, Now Change," is a Perrin said, "I would definitely
hilarious musical comedy recommend to anyone to come
that has been in the works and see it." Megan Omotoy
since last semester. Direc- was a little skeptical about it.
tor Rosenbaum presented the "I didn't hear too much about
idea last semester to the group it before I went. The timing of
and started working to bring how it was delivered was great.
this play to life. This musical Casting was great. I thought
comedy is by Joe DiPietro and that the transitions could have
Jimmy Roberts.
been a little bit tighter at times
The story is quite relat- and some of the pitches of the
able to anyone. It explores actors and actresses needed to
those situations of love such be watched but besides that, it
as dating and married life was fantastic. I would totally
with a twist, singing. It would suggest to everyone to go an<J
have you laughing throughout see it."

"I Love You, You're Perfect, Now Change" has two
more showings this Friday
and Saturday, Oct. 16 and 17.
Both showings start at 8pm in
the Arts Building Room 111.
Tickets are $10 and sold at the

door, (cash only), so remember
to arrive early.
For more information on
Dagnabit Productions, you can
visit
www.dagnabitproductions.com or email rosen018@
cougars.csusm.edu.

YOU
R
'E PERFECT,
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